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Along with the unknown dating of the vast majority of over play titles, it is also largely unknown how the
plays were grouped. Berkeley: University of California Press. Those who are not buried wander eternally and
find no rest. With these objects in the foreground, the entire stage became an area of negotiation between strife
and a curse, represented by the images on the backdrop, and the sense of community embodied in the ritual
objects downstage. Sophocles, Oedipus King [theatrical production]. Nevertheless, they eventually decided to
take charge of the monarchy, with each brother disputing the other's right to succeed. Indeed, a strong case can
be made that such productions recreate important elements of the politically engaged experiences of Athenian
spectators. Louis about race, social justice, civil disobedience, and police violence. Gibson, Chris. Characters
interacted with the objects throughout the play. In response to the riots, for example, police shocked many by
entering Ferguson with over-the-top militarized equipment; and the arrest of numerous peaceful protesters, as
well as reporters and political leaders, brought scandal and bad will Brown  For example: "Tragedy is restful;
and the reason is that hope, that foul, deceitful thing, has no part in it. It is no surprise that in their dialogue the
sisters Antigone and Ismene touched each other often and ardently e. Their position is therefore analogous to
most members of the audience, who for this production were residents of the St. So does Ismene. Despite their
enmity toward him, Odysseus persuades the kings Menelaus and Agamemnon to grant Ajax a proper burial.
To make sure that they register with the audience, they occur twice, dictated by Antigone and repeated by
Jonas. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press. As much as they represented the cosmic, however, the objects also
stood for the communal. By contrast, in the other plays there is some struggle with Oedipus' sons Eteocles and
Polynices in regard to the succession. Boehm chose to respond to the events surrounding him in a way that
was unobtrusive yet quite effective. Perhaps more than any other Greek tragedy, Antigone cries out for
engagement with contemporary politics, for the conflict between Antigone and Creon involves the proper
relationship of the individual and the state, an issue that is always relevant. Oedipus dies and strife begins
between his sons Polyneices and Eteocles. Particularly striking is the way Boehm and his actors employed
physical contact.


